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Description
In the console.php translation:getstrings it is possible to use the "basedir" argument to set the directory from where you want to get the string (or so it seems). However you can only use it inside a Tiki root directory or at least a directory that contain a /lang/yourtargetlanguage directory. (ie: lang/en/)

See: lib/language/GetStrings.php

Line 171
```php
if (! file_exists($this->baseDir . '/lang/' . $lang)) {
```
Else it throw an error "Invalid language code."

There should be a better documentation for this or a mechanism to ask if the user want to create the "missing" directory in the basedir.
(Use case: getting strings of smarty template in themes/templates or inside a specific theme: themes/Bernard/templates)

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
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Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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